Connect a QuickConnect cable between the Receptacle Rated Switchpack and the Receptacle/BMS Click & Go port on the Room Controller.

**Diagram:**
- QuickConnect Cable (Class 2)
- OGRS-SPLITTER (1 to 2 Cable Splitter)
- Line Voltage Wiring to Receptacle(s)
  - Line In
  - 120VAC Hot
  - Neutral
  - Black
  - White/Black
  - Blue

**Room Controller and Smart Devices use Click & Go Technology:**
- The Room Controller will automatically recognize any smart device connected with the quick connect cable (provided) and start working immediately upon power up with no programming required.
- The Room Controller defaults to Manual On/Automatic Off vacancy sensor mode for maximum energy savings. Wallstations buttons can toggle zones or trigger preset scenes and can be mixed within each module.